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RESUME
CIARANCRAWLEY

A: 380 Grove Street Apartment Boston MA 02132
E:Ccraw892@students.bju.edu
C:  1.617.373.0960

SUMMARY:
Sophomore Graphic Design Student with experience in
Adobe InDesign, Illustrator, and Photoshop;
knowledgeable in typography, layout, and graphic creation.

EXPERIENCE:
Arrowstreet Inc. Boston MA
Design Intern July-August 2016

Worked on 3D Modeling using Sketchup and on Graphic Design for Towson Town Center, a shopping mall in
Maryland with Arrowstreet Graphic Design group.

Youthbuild Boston Designery Roxbury MA
Intern Designer July-August 2015

Research and study of design firms and design; worked on several projects related to residential and landscape
architecture and problem solution.

EDUCATION:
Boston Trinity Academy Hyde Park MA 2015
High School Diploma

Bob Jones University Greenville SC 2015-17
Graphic Design

Massachusetts College of Art & Design 2017-20
BFA Graphic Design

EXTRACURRICULAR:
Bob Jones University CollegianNewspaper
Design Staff 2016-2017

REFERENCES:
Alex Ho Designery Program Manager

Youthbuild Boston’s Designery, 617.445.8887 Ext.406,
aho@ybboston.org

Bob Lowe, Graphic Design Principal, Arrowstreet
Arrowstreet Inc, 617.666.7075
lowe@arrowstreet.com

Biography
Originally from Belfast, Northern
Ireland; my family and I moved to
Boston, MA where he grew up and
attended school. I have a strong
family influence and background
in Architecture and Interior Design,
my grandfather and several aunt
and uncles are in design fields.
I grew up hesitant of design but
always enjoying forms of art, until
my late high school years when I
began to appreciate Architecture
and Graphic Design. I currently am
studying Graphic Design at Bob
Jones University in Greenville, South
Carolina, and was introduced
to sustainable design during an
internship at Arrowstreet Inc, in
Boston, where I worked on a LEED
ND project and gained my LEED
Green Associate credential. I enjoy
windsurfing, playing badminton,
doing charcoal drawings, and
spending time with family on my
free time.
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POSTER DESIGN
Commencement

CONTEST

2017
CalL FOR
Entries
Freshman/Sophomore
Deadline- March 20
Junior/ Senior
Deadline- March 30
Official Contest Rules
Posted in the Sargent
Art Building

Join The International
Student Organization Today!

Open to International Students, Missionary
Students and Students interested in
learning about different cultures
Sign up at the CGO or on http://bit.ly/BJU-ISO
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PACKAGE DESIGN
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BRANDING

C2U- Customization To You Logo/Branding Design
Matthew Coley
Ciaran Crawley 2017

Red Color Swatches

RGB 255, 6, 26
C:0 M:99 Y:96 K:0

RGB 182, 32, 37
C:19 M:100 Y:100 K: 12
Spacing

Creating a closeness can be good for typography, but if the letters become too close, from a distance the lettes much blend into something
relatively unreadable. If too far away the letters lose some unity. My
personal preference is the one which I made the swatches with.
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Graphic DesiGn summer internship 2016 / Ciaran Crawley
Graphic DesiGn summer internship 2016 / Ciaran Crawley

3D MODELING
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PHOTOGRAPHY
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LIGHT:
SYNERGY
In Invisible Cities by Italo Calvino, Marco Polo describes
cities artistically to Kublai Khan, focusing on the concrete similarities and abstract differences between
these cities that are poetically described. The similarities of the cities blur together and create one story,
where the hard edged differences stand concretely. In
the end of the story, Marco Polo tells Khan that he has
been describing one city the entire time. The universality of individual stories and paths that people walk on
and the concrete locations that remain unchanged
are the theme of my work. By capturing the contrast
of the bright yet ephemeral lights and paths of people traveling through space blends into one narrative,
shows that while people who are each themselves
unique,may come and go, the occupations, modes
of transport, and emotions they feel remain the same.
But the hard surroundings they craft are easy to forget them over time. The series I intend to create will
attempt to use lighting abstraction at nighttime while
capturing some part of the cityscape, possibly from
atop garages, or from different places. I want my viewers to think of their relationship to their surroundings, as
well that of people who inhabited it in the past and
how the different parts that make up cities, the people
and place, work together to create a composition.
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